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The mechanical stress can depolymerize into small pieces at low molecular weight and have a high inflammatory

capacity. Many of these pieces are then further degraded into small oligosaccharides. Recently, it has been demonstrated

that oligosaccharides are able to stop this inflammatory process. These data support that deep friction could metabolize

self-aggregated hyaluronan (HA) chains responsible for increasing loose connective tissue viscosity, catalyzing a local HA

fragment cascade that will generate soreness but, at the same time, facilitate the reconstitution of the physiological loose

connective tissue properties. This information can help to explain the meaning of the inflammatory process as well as the

requirement for it for the long-lasting resolution of these alterations.
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1. Introduction

It is a common experience, reported by patients who have undergone manual therapy, to perceive soreness in treatment

areas that lasts for around 24 h, with a numeric rating scale of < 3/10 . However, this reaction cannot merely be

considered as a side effect of treatment since it is supposed to be the expression of a fundamental inflammatory

phenomenon that permits physiological tissue restoration . One hypothesis is that the mechanical stresses of manual

therapy, through deep friction, catalyze an inflammatory reaction that is key to restoring the proper viscosity of loose

connective tissues with benefits in the physiology and functionality of the areas previously densified. In fact, from

established nomenclature, the term densification defines an area perceived as rigid, rough, not sliding properly, and

incompressible due to a viscosity alteration in the loose connective tissue typically localized between interfaces such as

muscle and deep fascia or fascial system layers . One method that supports the reorganization of the extracellular

matrix and that has been demonstrated to be effective for densification treatment, thanks to deep friction manipulation, is

the fascial manipulation (FM) method.

Whilst the treatment modality of the FM method can be compared to other techniques, the reasoning process for the

choice of point to be treated presents major differences. The points are selected after a specific assessment process

involving clinical history taking, clinical examination of specific movements, and, not least, palpatory verifications .

During the examination of clinical history, segments with dysfunctions are identified with an emphasis on chronology in

order to generate a treatment hypothesis based on the current symptomatology of the patient and previous

musculoskeletal events, which may be causing compensations. The selection of points to treat is guided by a specific

assessment chart (FM chart) . The choice of points of where to apply the deep friction is based on the information

collected through the FM chart, movement, and, overall, palpatory verifications to define the presence of “densification”.

These consecutive steps should limit the overall clinician’s subjectivity in the decision process . The treatment must be

performed over specific areas, called the center of coordination (CC) and the center of fusion (CF) which are anatomically

safe and do not overlap major superficial nerves and veins. Additional guidance for point selection includes avoiding the

patient’s excessively painful areas where inflammation, lesions, or even fractures could be present. Absolute

contraindications are thrombosis, phlebitis, skin lesions, and fever . The manipulation of the CC and CF has the aim of

restoring the gliding of the underlying tissue layers .

HA, historically regarded as a mere “space-filler” within the extracellular matrix (ECM), has undergone a remarkable

transformation in our understanding of its significance. Emerging research has unveiled its profound structural and

signaling roles . This seemingly unassuming molecule is universally distributed among vertebrates and plays a pivotal

role, especially within the ECM of soft connective tissues . HA, the simplest glycosaminoglycan (GAG), is composed of

a non-sulfated linear polymer, consisting of as many as 20,000 repeats of its disaccharide unit, which combines D-

glucuronic acid and N-acetyl-D-glucosamine . Thanks to its carboxyl groups, HA carries a negative charge and exhibits
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remarkable hydrophilicity, enabling it to retain water molecules at an astonishing 1000-fold of its own molecular weight .

This newfound understanding opens doors to exciting avenues of research and applications in various fields. 

At high molecular weights (HMWs), HA forms a substantial, viscous network. When it interacts with various proteoglycans,

such as aggrecan, it leads to the creation of molecular composites that occupy significant volumes within the ECM. These

complexes contribute to the gel-like state of the matrix. Additionally, these extensive HA–HA binding proteoglycan

complexes also crosslink with other matrix proteins, including collagen. This crosslinking results in the formation of

supermolecular structures that significantly enhance tissue stiffness . The intricate interplay between HA,

proteoglycans, and collagen within the ECM has profound implications for tissue structure and function. HA’s HMW and its

ability to form these complex supermolecular structures make it a critical regulator of tissue rigidity. Moreover, the dynamic

turnover of HA in different tissues underscores its versatility and adaptability, allowing it to fulfill specific roles tailored to

the needs of each tissue type . 

The ECM undergoes significant alterations in its physical properties, particularly concerning the presence of free water

and the entangled HA chains. This leads to a substantial increase in viscosity within the ECM, which, in turn, has profound

implications for the behavior of loose connective tissue and the mechanisms governing interactions between adjacent

tissue interfaces . It is crucial to recognize that the viscosity of HA is inherently temperature dependent. As the

temperature surpasses the threshold of 40 °C, the three-dimensional superstructure of HA chains progressively

disintegrates . This disintegration results in a subsequent reduction in viscosity. 

Understanding the temperature-induced alterations in HA viscosity provides valuable insights into the physiological

responses of connective tissues and the dynamic nature of the ECM. These insights are particularly pertinent in clinical

contexts, where interventions and treatments are designed to mitigate the adverse effects of temperature-induced

changes . By delving into the intricacies of HA behavior in response to temperature fluctuations, researchers and

medical professionals can devise targeted strategies to address continuously involved connective tissue, pain

management, and mobility impairment more effectively. 

For instance, Menon et al. (2019) demonstrated the direct correlation between water-bound HA and range of motion in

spastic patients . These authors injected human recombinant hyaluronidase, which has the capacity to fragmentize the

long chains of HA, to drain and metabolize the exceeded amount of self-aggregate HA with poor hydrophilic capacity. As a

result, a more homogenous fluid was formed, stimulating the local cells to produce new HA with regular water-bound

capacity and allowing proper sliding between interfaces .

2. Mechanical Stress on Hyaluronan Fragments’ Inflammatory Cascade

2.1. The Role of HA Weight: A Decremental Cascade during Inflammation

HA, in normal constitution, provides viscoelasticity and lubrication of liquid connective tissues . Because of these

properties, HA is able to lubricate and space-fill tissues  with a fundamental role for the constitutional ECM organization

 present within endomysium, perimysium, epimysium interfaces, and deep fascia layers. The variability of HA

concentration in the human body can range from less than 40 ng/mL in blood serum  to about 2–3 mg/mL in the knee

synovial joint . HA synthesis is driven by different enzymes ; one of them is hyaluronan synthase 2 which has been

reported to be able to generate HA as large as 6000 kDa, the typical average size for newly synthesized HA in healthy

tissues . Indeed, the HA between 1800–3000 kDa, also known as high-molecular-weight hyaluronan (HMW HA), is

responsible for tissue hydration due to its ability to bind high amounts of water. Nonetheless, HA can retain not only water

up to almost 1000 times its weight but also self-aggregate and bind many proteins . When ECM homeostasis is

altered, endogenous HMW HA is disrupted, unbalancing the equilibrium toward a higher concentration of medium-

molecular-weight HA (MMW HA, 250–1000 kDa) to low-molecular-weight HA (LMW HA, ≤250 kDa). Then, LMW HA can

be further fragmented into shorter oligomers (o-HA, <10 kDa) . A variety of different authors have demonstrated how

mechanical stresses can be the root cause of HA depolymerization from high to low molecular weight .

2.2. The Inflammation Cascade: Influencing Factors

HA can also undergo depolymerization via non-specific mechanisms. Inflammatory processes can lead to the generation

of free radicals within tissues undergoing widespread inflammation . When the natural antioxidant defenses prove

insufficient to counter the substantial influx of ROS, these radicals directly interact with native HA, resulting in significant

production of HA fragments .
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In a proposed catabolic pathway , it is suggested that the high-molecular-mass HA polymer undergoes stepwise

cleavage by a series of enzymes, with the product of one reaction becoming the substrate for the subsequent one. These

successive enzymatic events result in the generation of increasingly smaller HA fragments. Small HA components are

able to exacerbate the inflammatory response by inducing the release of various detrimental mediators such as ROS,

cytokines, chemokines, and destructive enzymes (i.e., hyaluronidase) and by facilitating the recruitment of leukocytes .

HA fragments, with a molecular size ≤ 500 kDa, have been shown to exhibit several proinflammatory effects. They can

stimulate the expression of proinflammatory genes including TNFa, IL-1β, IL-1, and MMPs . LMW HA can further

maintain and strengthen the inflammatory response .

Yamasaki et al.  also showed that during sterile inflammatory processes, HA is able to activate the interleukin 1β (IL-1β)

pathway and the cryopyrin mechanism. Previous reports have shown that HA fragments can stimulate an inflammatory

response through their interaction with the TLR-4 and CD44 receptors . The same authors explain how HA fragments,

produced from native HA degradation, mediate a response made by IL-1β that produces an inflammatory response

through the CD44 receptor . The activation of these receptors mediated the activation of the nuclear factor kB (NF-kB)

which in turn activates the release of several proinflammatory cytokines. HA fragments are also generated by hyal2, which

is present on the cell membrane together with CD44. . Hyal2 translocation is required for the degradation of

extracellular hyaluronan. 

2.3. HA Polymer Fragments: Diverse Biological Activities

While commonly categorized as proinflammatory, it is more appropriate to consider HA fragments as pro-defensive

entities in specific environments . HA polymer fragments exhibit diverse biological activities depending on their size and

are integral to numerous essential processes . Studies have shown that short oligosaccharides often play a role in the

body’s alarm system . Moreover, some of the smaller HA oligosaccharides appear to alleviate the effects of these

stress signals . For instance, six-unit oligosaccharides derived from HA exhibit the capacity to stimulate fibroblast

motility and expedite wound closure . In contrast, HMW HA (1500 kDa) inhibits platelet adhesion and the activation of

endothelial cell layers. HA oligomers also possess the ability to Impede the proliferation and migration of vascular smooth

muscle cells in response to platelet-derived growth factor, as elucidated by Tavianatou et al. .

All of these studies help to explain how the inflammatory cascade, when catalyzed by manual therapy or free radicals, is

then able to self-resolve (Figure 1). To finalize the process, HA pieces will then either be further depolymerized locally or

drained from the tissue via the lymphatic system . Most of the HA fragments leave the tissue with the lymph and are

cleared in the lymph nodes. All that remains, after passage through the nodes, is degraded by the liver .

Figure 1. Schematization of hyaluronan fragments and corresponding inflammation.

2.4. Summary

Manual therapies and physical therapies are the most common therapeutic options for non-specific musculoskeletal pain

even if a great variety of treatment options are available. Furthermore, the duration of the results is often questionable due

to relative short-term effects . While McDevitt et al.  in their recent review proved the efficacy of physical therapies

within 6 weeks, only a few therapies have demonstrated long-term effects .

Matteini et al.  showed how HA aggregation breaks down progressively when the temperature increases over ~40 °C.

These values are compatible with weak non-covalent interactions like those characteristics of van der Waals and

hydrophobic forces localized between oligo HA fragments. This information can easily explain how low energy therapies

(exothermic or light manual therapies) can decrease HA aggregation so the entire viscosity of the extracellular matrix as a

consequence improves the range of motion and decreases the irritation of the free nerve ending . However, the long

chains of HA cannot be washed out without being fragmented first. This could explain the recurrence of symptoms due to
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consequent re-aggregation of the HA that will still be retained in the compartment due to the lack of mechanical forces that

will stimulate the drainage and consequently metabolization of the fragments.

On the other hand, high-intensity therapy such as focus shock wave and deep friction manipulation can not only warm up

the area, separating the single HA chains and giving an instantaneous result, but also fragmentize the HA. The latter

catalyzes an inflammatory process that metabolizes entangled HA chains that are more susceptible to absorbing physical

forces due to their overstructured conformation.

In a nutshell, in the course of inflammation, HA undergoes depolymerization, breaking down into smaller fragments with

LMW. A significant portion of these fragments subsequently undergo further degradation, resulting in the formation of

small oligosaccharides. These oligosaccharides possess the capacity to exacerbate the inflammatory process by

stimulating the generation of various inflammation mediators and agents, including ROS, cytokines, chemokines, and

destructive enzymes (such as hyaluronidase). These enzymes serve to initiate and intensify the inflammatory response

.
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